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Abstract SimStudent is a machine-learning agent initially developed to help novice
authors to create cognitive tutors without heavy programming. Integrated into an
existing suite of software tools called Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT),
SimStudent helps authors to create an expert model for a cognitive tutor by tutoring
SimStudent on how to solve problems. There are two different ways to author an expert
model with SimStudent. In the context of Authoring by Tutoring, the author interac-
tively tutors SimStudent by posing problems to SimStudent, providing feedback on the
steps performed by SimStudent, and also demonstrating steps as a response to
SimStudent’s hint requests when SimStudent cannot perform steps correctly. In the
context of Authoring by Demonstration, the author demonstrates solution steps, and
SimStudent attempts to induce underlying domain principles by generalizing those
worked-out examples. We conducted evaluation studies to investigate which authoring
strategy better facilitates authoring and found two key results. First, the expert model
generated with Authoring by Tutoring is better and has higher accuracy while main-
taining the same level of completeness than the one generated with Authoring by
Demonstration. The reason for this better accuracy is that the expert model generated
by tutoring benefits from negative feedback provided for SimStudent’s incorrect
production applications. Second, authoring by Tutoring requires less time than
Authoring by Demonstration. This enhanced authoring efficiency is partially because
(a) when Authoring by Demonstration, the author needs to test the quality of the expert
model, whereas the formative assessment of the expert model is done naturally by
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observing SimStudent’s performance when Authoring by Tutoring, and (b) the number
of steps that need to be demonstrated during tutoring decreases as learning progresses.

Keywords Intelligent authoring system .Machine learning . Programming by
demonstration . Inductive logic programming . Cognitive tutor authoring tools .

SimStudent

Introduction

This paper describes a cutting-edge technology for authoring a cognitive tutor by
tutoring a machine-learning agent how to solve target problems. The cognitive tutor
is a type of intelligent tutoring system (ITS) with a long-standing proven effectiveness
(Ritter et al. 2007) We have developed a machine-learning agent, called SimStudent
that learns an expert model of the target task through tutored-problem solving. In this
context of intelligent authoring, the human author interactively tutors SimStudent using
the exact same tutor interface crafted for the target cognitive tutor (Matsuda et al.
2005a, b; Matsuda et al. 2006).

The expert model is one of the major components of a generic ITS (Shute and Psotka
1994; Wenger 1987). To create an expert model, an author often first conducts a
cognitive task analysis to identify pieces of knowledge to solve target problems both
correctly and incorrectly (Chi 1997; Gott and Lesgold 2000; Jonassen et al. 1999; Kieras
1988). Cognitive task analysis is time consuming even when the author has substantial
knowledge and skills in cognitive modeling. To write an expert model, the author needs
to be familiar with AI-programming, for example, in a production-rule description
language. Thus, building an expert model for ITS can be a notoriously challenging
and time consuming task for all levels of users (Murray 1999, 2003). Therefore,
developing tools for authoring an expert model is a crucial AIED research agenda.

We are particularly interested in authoring a type of ITS called a cognitive tutor
(Anderson et al. 1995; Koedinger and Aleven 2007). The effectiveness of cognitive
tutors is based on their capabilities for providing immediate feedback, context-sensitive
hint messages, and individualized problem selection. Techniques called model tracing
and knowledge tracing support these tutoring strategies. Model tracing is a heuristic
version of plan recognition (Burton and Brown 1982; London and Clancey 1982) that
attempts to identify cognitive skills in the expert model that sufficiently reproduce
problem-solving steps performed by students (Anderson and Pelletier 1991). Knowl-
edge tracing longitudinally models a student’s mastery of individual cognitive skills
(Corbett et al. 2000; Koedinger and Corbett 2006). These techniques are domain
independent and their behaviors depend on the nature and quality of the expert model.
Given an expert model, the model tracing and knowledge tracing techniques automat-
ically maintain a student model, which in turn allows the cognitive tutor to automat-
ically perform adaptive tutoring. Thus, authoring a cognitive tutor comes down to
authoring two domain dependent components: (1) the graphical user interface (GUI)
called a Tutoring Interface for students to show their work, and (2) the expert model
representing skills to be learned with hint and error messages associated to each skill.

The proposed SimStudent authoring system is an extension of an existing
suite of software tools called Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) (Aleven
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et al. 2006; Aleven et al. 2009; Koedinger et al. 2003). CTAT provides authors
with tools to create a Tutoring Interface using a third party GUI builder with
virtually no programming effort. CTAT also provides tools to demonstrate
solutions on the Tutoring Interface and store them as model solutions. When
integrated into CTAT, SimStudent learns to solve problems (hence generates an
expert model) from the author who tutors SimStudent how to solve problems
using the Tutoring Interface.

The expert model represents a how-type of knowledge about the domain. We
assume that the prospective users of the SimStudent authoring system are
domain experts who, by definition, know how to solve problems and can
identify errors in solution attempts. Domain experts tend to find it difficult to
articulate their knowledge (cf., Clark and Estes 1996 on Cognitive Task
Analysis) and may even have an expert blind spot whereby they have incorrect
beliefs about student needs (Koedinger and Nathan 2004). Therefore, they may
not be able to write an expert model easily. However, domain experts would
find it easy to demonstrate how to solve problems. The ambitious research
question is then whether or not simply letting the domain expert’s tutor
SimStudent how to solve problems will result in SimStudent learning an expert
model for a cognitive tutor.

One of the notable features of SimStudent is its ability to interactively learn
an expert model from tutored-problem solving. In this paper, we shall call this
type of interactive programming “programming by tutoring” in contrast to
programming by demonstration (Cypher 1993; Lau and Weld 1998; McDaniel
and Myers 1998).

Accordingly, we have developed two types of interactions for authoring with
SimStudent—Authoring by Tutoring and Authoring by Demonstration. When
Authoring by Tutoring, the author interactively tutors SimStudent by performing a
tutor role in guided-problem solving that is, by providing feedback and hints. In this
context, SimStudent is actively engaged in applying learned productions and receiving
feedback on the correctness of production applications. When Authoring by Demon-
stration, the author simply demonstrates solutions while SimStudent passively gener-
alizes demonstrated solutions without any feedback on the correctness of the
generalization.

With the lack of theoretical and empirical implications of the advantages and
disadvantages of the two authoring strategies, our primary research question is to
ask which authoring strategy is better than the other and why. The goal of this
paper is therefore to first introduce the SimStudent technology as an intelligent
building block for authoring a cognitive tutor in the CTAT framework. This paper
then evaluates the effectiveness and challenges of using SimStudent for intelligent
authoring.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we summarize prior research on
authoring both for intelligent tutoring systems in general and more specifically for
cognitive tutors. Next, we provide a literature survey on applications of the machine-
learning technique for authoring, including programming by demonstration and inter-
active machine learning. We then provide technical details of SimStudent followed by
the evaluation study. We conclude the paper with pros and cons of using SimStudent
for intelligent authoring.
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Related Research

An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is complex machinery hence authoring an ITS is a
challenging and time-consuming task. Different components of ITSs require different
techniques to assist authoring. As a consequence, there have been many efforts made to
develop authoring tools for specific aspects of ITSs (see, for example, Ainsworth and
Grimshaw 2004; Angros et al. 2002; Arruarte et al. 1997; Heffernan et al. 2006;
Kiyama et al. 1997; Munro et al. 1997; Murray 1998; Sparks et al. 1999).

Most of these authoring tools are aimed to help authors build a Tutoring Interface
and create contents of the tutoring materials. As a consequence, authoring an ITS
remains quite challenging for novice authors, because authoring an expert model and
instructional strategies still requires rather intensive task analysis and knowledge
engineering.

Our approach to using programming by tutoring for intelligent authoring addresses
these issues by using the generic framework of cognitive tutors that has a natural
separation of the expert model and the instructional strategies. Furthermore, the
instructional strategy is natively and domain independently equipped in cognitive
tutors. Thus, we anticipate that integrating SimStudent into CTAT would provide a
domain generic authoring framework.

Prior Research on Authoring Cognitive Tutors: CTAT

One of the major advantages of CTAT is to help authors build a particular type of
cognitive tutors called example-tracing tutors (Koedinger et al. 2004). Example-tracing
tutors can provide immediate feedback and just-in-time hint messages. An expert
model of an example-tracing tutor is essentially a collection of solutions demonstrated
by the author. Therefore, the pedagogical capability of example-tracing tutors is limited
to those particular solutions that have been demonstrated.

To improve the extent to which an example-tracing tutor can recognize the diversity
of student solutions, a recent version of CTAT allows authors to specify alternative
solutions by writing sophisticated pattern matching functions and also by relaxing
constraints among the order of the steps to be performed (Aleven et al. 2009).
Nevertheless, the generality of the pedagogical capability of example-tracing tutors is
still limited compared to cognitive tutors with a well-written expert model.

CTAT provides tools to help authors manually write an expert model. For example,
there is an application programming interface for the third party Java editor to directly
communicate with the production system interpreter embedded in CTAT—authors can
therefore use a sophisticated Java editor to compose production rules. There is also a
debugging tool called WhyNot that visualizes the production-rule applications. Nonethe-
less, manually creating an expert model is still a very challenging task for novice authors.
It is thus a reasonable extension to couple a machine learning technology into CTAT to
automatically generate an expert model by generalizing the demonstrated solutions.

Applying Machine Learning to Authoring Expert Models

There have been studies on the machine-learning application for authoring ITSs. The
Constraint Authoring System (CAS) (Mitrovic et al. 2007; Suraweera et al. 2005) is an
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authoring system for constraint-based ITS (Mitrovic and Ohlsson 1999). CAS
allows authors to build a set of constraints used for a constraint-based ITS by
demonstration. Given domain ontology, CAS generates domain constraints from
model solutions demonstrated by the author. Since CAS is designed specifically
for constraint-based tutors, most of the CAS technologies are not applicable to
authoring cognitive tutors.

Demonstr8 (Blessing 1997) is an example of authoring an expert model by demon-
stration for an ACT Tutor (Corbett et al. 1995), a predecessor of a cognitive tutor. To
overcome the computational complexity of machine learning, Demonstr8 provided a
menu-driven vocabulary for authors to describe primitive features to be used to
compose the conditionals for productions. Since the learning algorithm used in
Demonstr8 implicitly relies on the semantics of the menu-driven vocabulary, the
generality of Demonstr8 is limited. In contrast, SimStudent addresses this issue by
separating a domain-general learning model from a domain-specific learning model.
The domain dependency is implemented as the background knowledge to make sense
of the solutions demonstrated by the author. The domain-general learning model is
implemented using techniques for inductive logic programing (see the section
“Authoring Strategies and Learning Algorithms” for details).

SimStudent builds on a preliminary attempt by Jarvis et al. (2004) to integrate a
machine-learning component into CTAT for authoring an expert model by demonstra-
tion. Using the Tutoring Interface authored by CTAT, the system developed by Jarvis
et al. allows the author to demonstrate solutions. Jarvis et al. have successfully
demonstrated a potential contribution of programming by demonstration for intelligent
authoring. However, the ability to learn knowledge of when to apply individual
production rules was limited, and preconditions of learned productions were relatively
ad-hoc. As a consequence, expert models generated by their system tended to be overly
general. SimStudent addresses this issue by combining three different learning algo-
rithms each specialized to learn different components of a production rule (see the
section “Authoring Expert Model by Tutoring SimStudent” for details).

Interactive Machine Learning for Cognitive Modeling

When authoring an expert model by interactively tutoring SimStudent, SimStudent is
engaged in interactive machine learning (Fails and Olsen 2003). One of the key features
of interactive machine learning is that the learning system can execute the program
learned (i.e., the expert model in the current context) and receive feedback on the
results of its performance (Kosbie and Myers 1993). Interactive machine-learning
systems proactively apply learned knowledge to solve novel problems (Olsen and
Pace 2005) or compose innovative hypotheses (Sammut and Banerji 1986), and then
ask users to provide feedback on the correctness.

One of the strengths of interactive machine learning lies in the ability to accumulate
feedback from users; in particular, the benefit of negative feedback is well-known
(Kosbie and Myers 1993; Olsen and Pace 2005). A previous study using SimStudent to
model human learning also showed that interactive learning (i.e., programming by
tutoring) outperformed non-interactive learning (programming by demonstration) in
terms of the “accuracy” of the expert model learned due to the explicit negative
feedback for incorrect production applications (Matsuda et al. 2008).
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Research Questions and Hypotheses

We will test two major hypotheses. First, the theory of interactive learning predicts that
Authoring by Tutoring is a better authoring strategy than Authoring by Demonstration
in terms of the quality of the expert model—the proficiency hypothesis.

Second, as for the speed of authoring, Authoring by Demonstration might be a better
strategy than Authoring by Tutoring at the micro level (i.e., tutoring individual prob-
lems), because the latter requires additional work, e.g., providing feedback to the steps
performed by SimStudent, which is not necessary for Authoring by Demonstration. On
the other hand, at the macro level (i.e., the entire process of authoring), Authoring by
Tutoring might be quicker, because it would provide the author with an opportunity for
formative assessment of the quality of the expert model. The formative assessment
would convey to the author the rich information that potentially facilitates authoring,
e.g., to select problems that effectively reveal flaws in the expert model. Authoring by
Demonstration, on the other hand, requires additional time to test the quality of the
expert model—the efficiency hypothesis.

These observations bring us the central research questions for the current paper:
Which of the authoring strategies better facilitate authoring? This research question can
be further broken down into two specific questions: How accurate is the expert model
authored with each strategy? And, how long does it take to author an expert model with
each strategy? By investigating these questions, we might also be able to address
another important research question: Are there strategy-specific advantages and chal-
lenges for authoring a cognitive tutor with SimStudent?

We use accuracy of the expert model and speed of authoring as two dependent
variables to measure proficiency and efficiency. Since users’ skills and experience are
human factors, an experiment measuring accuracy and speed could be very complicat-
ed. In this paper, we control human factors by simulating the authoring process and
focus on the technological factors—i.e., the quality of the expert model generated and
the speed of the machine-learning algorithms invoked by the two authoring strategies
(see section “Overview of the Evaluation Study” for details). We also describe a case
study to address the efficiency hypothesis.

SimStudent: A Synthetic Student That Learns an Expert Model

Although the SimStudent technology is domain-independent, for the sake of explana-
tion, we use an Algebra Equation Tutor shown in Fig. 1 as an example tutor. In this
section, we introduce the Algebra Equation Tutor, and then give a detailed explanation
of how SimStudent helps authors build an expert model for the Algebra Equation Tutor.

Example of Cognitive Tutor: Algebra Equation Tutor

In this hypothetical tutor, an equation is represented in two cells, one representing the
left-hand side (LHS in Fig. 1) and the other the right-hand side (RHS). A problem to
solve is shown on the first row (e.g., 3X+1=X+4). In this hypothetical cognitive tutor,
a single equation-solving step (e.g., transforming 3x+1=x+4 into 3x=x+3) is broken
down into three observable tutoring steps: (1) entering a basic arithmetic operation
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(e.g., “add −1”) in a column labeled “Skill Operand” to be applied on the both sides of
the equation, (2) entering a left-hand side of the new equation in a column labeled
“LHS” as a result of applying the basic operation, and (3) entering a right-hand side in
“RHS.” In this paper, the word “step” is used to mean one of these three tutoring steps
unless otherwise specified. In this example, we assume that the hypothetical author
decided that the Skill Operand must be specified prior to entering any sides, but the
order of entering the sides of the equation is arbitrary. As an example, Fig. 1 shows that
a basic operation to add −1 to both sides of 3x+1=x+4 was entered as the first step, and
“3x” has just been entered to the left-hand side as the second step.

In our discussion below, a step to enter a basic arithmetic operation in “Skill
Operand” is called a transformation step, and two steps to enter left-and right-hand
sides are called type-in steps. In the example shown in Fig. 1, the step to enter “add −1”
is an example of the transformation step, whereas the step to enter “3x” is an example
of the type-in step.

This hypothetical Equation Tutor, therefore, tutors two types of skills. The skills to
perform transformation steps are called transformation skills, and the skills to perform
type-in steps are called type-in skills. For example, in Fig. 1, a skill to enter “add −1” is
a transformation skill, whereas a skill to enter “3x” is a type-in skill.

Expert Model

In cognitive tutors, an expert model is represented as a set of production rules. Each
production rule represents an individual cognitive skill required to perform a particular
tutoring step in the Tutoring Interface.

SAI Tuple and the Production Model

A tutoring step is represented as a tuple that contains information about the place
selected to perform the step (e.g., the second cell in the first column), the action taken
(e.g., entering an expression), and a value that was input for the action (e.g., the string
“3x” entered in the cell). These elements individually are called the selection, action,
and input. A tuple of [selection, action, input] is called an SAI tuple (Ritter and
Koedinger 1996).

Fig.1 The tutoring interface for the algebra equation tutor. For this tutor, a student is asked to explicitly enter a
transformation skill in the third column called Skill Operand. In the figure, the student applied “add −1” to
both sides, and the left-hand side (“3x”) has just been entered
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A production rule models a particular skill in terms of what, when, and how to
generate a particular SAI tuple to perform a step; it roughly means “to perform the step,
first look at <what> in the Tutoring Interface and see if a condition <when> holds. If so
then do <how>.”

The first part of the production rule, representing <what>, specifies a general
information retrieval path that selects particular elements of the Tutoring Interface
with certain locational constraints like “the second and third cells in the first
column of the table above the input.” To aid learning the information retrieval
path, the author can specify a set of interface elements, as the instances of focus of
attention (FoA). Such FoA instances are generalized across multiple examples to
form the information retrieval path of the production. The second part of the
production rule, representing <when>, is called the precondition. The precondition
is a set of conditions held among the instances of the focus of attention, e.g., “the
expression in the cell must be polynomial.” Lastly, the part of the production rule
representing <how> is called the operator function sequence. The operator func-
tion sequence consists of a chain of primitive operations that generates the input
value in the SAI tuple from the values of the focus of attention.

Together, the information retrieval path and the preconditions compose the if-part (or
the condition) of a production rule, whereas the operator function sequence becomes
the then-part (or the response) of the production rule.

Background Knowledge

Prior to learning, SimStudent is typically provided with the following background
knowledge: (1) a hierarchical representation of the elements on the Tutoring Interface,
called the Working Memory Element structure, or WME structure, for short, (2) a set of
Boolean functions, called feature predicates, and (3) a set of generic functions, called
operator functions.1

The WME structure is used to express the topological relations among the elements
on the Tutoring Interface. Examples of the interface elements include buttons, text
boxes, tables, and labels. The WME structure is hierarchical because, for example, a
table contains columns that contain cells.

A feature predicate takes the value within the interface element appearing in the
focus of attention as an argument and returns a Boolean value depending on the
value of a given focus of attention instance. For example, HasCoefficient (“3x”)
returns true whereas HasConstTerm (“2x–3x”) returns false. Together, the WME
structure and feature predicates are used to compose preconditions in the if-part of
a production.

Operator functions are used to form an operator function sequence for the
then-part of a production. The input values for an operator function can be
either the instance of the focus of attention or output values from other operator
functions.

Both feature predicates and operator functions are implemented in Java. Currently,
SimStudent has a library of 16 feature predicates and 28 operator functions for algebra
equation solving as shown in Fig. 2.

1 Advances of SimStudent are reducing these background knowledge requirements (Li et al. 2011)
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Authoring an Example-Tracing Tutor with CTAT

Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) help authors build the Tutoring Interface and
demonstrate solutions both correctly and incorrectly using the Tutoring Interface. The
demonstrated steps are visualized in the Behavior Recorder as shown in Fig. 3.

The steps in the Behavior Recorder are represented as a directed graph, called a
behavior graph. A behavior graph consists of states and edges. An edge has two
properties visually associated—one shows an SAI tuple and another shows a skill
name. In the example shown in Fig. 3, the edge connecting state1 and state2 has an SAI
tuple [dorminTable1_C1R2, UpdateTable, 3x] and the skill name “add-typein.” The
author can also annotate edges with their correctness as well as the hint and feedback
messages.

The behavior graph then becomes an “expert model” for the example-tracing tutor.
The example-tracing tutor recognizes a student’s action as correct when it matches with
any step in the behavior graph.

Authoring an Expert Model by Tutoring SimStudent

This section explains details of authoring an expert model by tutoring SimStudent. We
first describe the tutoring interaction between the author and SimStudent, followed by a
description of how SimStudent accumulates examples for generalization. We then
explain details about SimStudent learning algorithms.

Tutoring Interactions Between the Author and Simstudent

To tutor SimStudent, the author first enters a problem in the Tutoring Interface.
SimStudent then attempts to solve the problem by applying productions learned so
far. If an applicable production is found, the production application is visualized as a
step in the behavior recorder represented as a new state-edge pair like the one shown in
Fig. 3. The author then provides flagged feedback on the step performed by
SimStudent. The flagged feedback merely tells SimStudent the correctness of the
suggested production application. When there are multiple productions that are

Fig. 2 The list of feature predicates and operator functions for algebra equation domain. Feature predicates
are Boolean functions to test if a certain condition holds among given focus of attention. Operator functions
transform given values into another value
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applicable, SimStudent shows the author all corresponding production applications one
after another, and obtains yes/no feedback on each.

If no correct production application is found, then SimStudent asks the author what
to do next. The author then demonstrates the next step in the Tutoring Interface. To
demonstrate a step as a hint, the author first specifies the focus of attention by double-
clicking the corresponding interface elements (e.g., a LHS cell and a RHS cell). The
specified elements become the FoA instances and are highlighted as shown in Fig. 4.
The author then takes an action upon a selection with an appropriate input value. In
Fig. 4, the author entered the string “add −1” in the Skill Operand cell with “3x+1” and
“x+4” as the FoA instances. In this case, the SAI tuple is [Skill Operand, UpdateTable,
“add −1”]. The step demonstrated by the author is visualized immediately in the
behavior graph. Finally, the author specifies the skill name by clicking on the newly
added edge of the behavior graph. A small dialogue box appears to enter a skill name.

Generally speaking, authors could model a single observable step (i.e., an edge in
the behavior graph) with a chain of production-rule applications. However, when using

Fig. 3 An example of a behavior graph. A behavior graph showing two possible first steps for solving the
equation “3x+1=x+4.” The first step is to enter “add −1”; its skill name is called “add.” This step transitions
from the initial state (labeled as “3x+1_x+4”) into a state called “state1.” State 1 corresponds with the
interface state when “add −1” has just been entered in Fig. 1. The second step is to enter “3x”, and its skill
name is called “add-typein
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SimStudent to author an expert model, SimStudent generates a single production rule
per each observable step.

Accumulating Positive and Negative Examples

When a step is demonstrated by the author as a hint for a particular skill S with the FoA
instance foa and an SAI tuple sai, the pair <foa, sai> becomes a positive example of the
skill S. At the same time, the instance of the skill application <foa, sai> also becomes an
implicit negative example for all other already demonstrated skills.

For example, at the situation illustrated in Fig. 4, “add −1” has been just demon-
strated with the focus of attention being “3x+1” and “x+4.” Assume that the author
labeled this step as ‘add.’ Then the pair E1=<[3x+1, x+4], [Skill Operand,
UpdateTable, add −1]> becomes a positive example of the skill ‘add.’ Assume that
the author had already demonstrated a skill for multiplication prior to demonstrating the
step shown in Fig. 4, and labeled it as ‘multiply’. The pair E1 also becomes an implicit
negative example for the skill ‘multiply’.

An implicit negative example for a skill S may later become a positive example, if
the same FoA instance is eventually used to demonstrate the skill S. This indicates the
following to SimStudent: “Given a set U of skills already demonstrated, apply skill S in
a given situation, but do not apply any previously demonstrated skills in U other than S
unless otherwise instructed.” For example, assume that SimStudent had already been
trained on the same equation “3x+1=x+4” prior to the situation illustrated in Fig. 4
and was instructed to “subtract 1” for it. Also assume that SimStudent had already been
exposed to the skill ‘add’ when the step to “subtract 1” was demonstrated (i.e., the
hypothetical situation illustrated in Fig. 4 is the second time for the skill ‘add’ to be
demonstrated). Under this scenario, when the step for “subtract 1” was demonstrated,
the pair E2=<[3x+1, x+4], [Skill Operand, UpdateTable, subtract 1]> was an implicit
negative example for skill ‘add.’ Then, when “add −1” in Fig. 4 is demonstrated, the
pair E2 is withdrawn from the negative example for skill ‘add,’ and the pair E3=<[3x+
1, x+4], [Skill Operand, UpdateTable, add −1]> becomes a positive example for skill
‘add.’

When a new positive or negative example is added for a particular skill for the first
time, SimStudent creates a new production rule. If a production rule for the demon-
strated skill already exists, then SimStudent modifies the existing production rule by
taking all positive examples into account, while assuring that the resulted production

Fig. 4 Focus of attention highlighted on the Tutoring Interface. Particular elements on the Tutoring Interface
are highlighted as the FoA instance. In this figure, the author double clicked on the cells with the values “3x+
1” and “x+4” as FoA, and then entered “add −1
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rule does not yield a step that matches any of the negative examples. The focus of
attention in both positive and negative examples are used for learning preconditions,
but only positive examples are used for generalizing information retrieval path (based
on FoA) and operator function sequences (based on FoA and SAI). See the next section
for how production rules are learned from FoA and SAI tuples.

One major difference between the two authoring strategies is that only
Authoring by Tutoring provides explicit negative examples, which are generated
when the author provides negative feedback on SimStudent’s incorrect suggestion.
The negative feedback on the incorrect production application tells SimStudent
“do not apply this particular skill in this particular situation.” Unlike implicit
negative examples, explicit negative examples permanently remain as negative
examples.

Notice that the author can demonstrate incorrect steps to have SimStudent learn
incorrect (or “buggy”) production rules. CTAT also allows the author to demonstrate
steps incorrectly. The essential difference is that CTAT does not generalize the dem-
onstrated errors whereas SimStudent learns underlying principles to make errors.
Learning incorrect productions from author’s purposeful incorrect demonstrations is
different from learning incorrect productions due to induction errors from correct
demonstrations. When the author purposefully demonstrates incorrect steps, they
become positive examples for targeted buggy skills. SimStudent, of course, does not
recognize incorrect steps as incorrect. Therefore, the author has to tag incorrect
production rules accordingly (by using CTAT, for example).

SimStudent Learning Algorithm

Three machine-learning techniques are used to learn production rules. First, to learn the
information retrieval path of a production rule, the algorithm must find a generalization
that works across all instances of FoA appearing in the positive examples. This
generalization is guided by a version space (Mitchell 1997) predefined by the hierar-
chical representation of the interface elements. For example, suppose the Tutoring
Interface has one table with two columns and five rows. An interface element that is
“the third cell in the first column” may be generalized to “any cell in the first column,”
which may be further generalized to “any cell in any column.”

Second, the precondition is learned by finding features that are common in positive
examples but do not appear in negative examples. This is done by inductive logic
programming (Muggleton 1999; Muggleton and de Raedt 1994) in the form of open
source software FOIL, 2 First Order Inductive Learner (Quinlan 1990). Given a
language to represent the conditional features to compose hypotheses, FOIL inductive-
ly generates hypotheses that are consistent with demonstrated examples. In our appli-
cation, an individual hypothesis represents the applicability of a particular skill. Using
an example shown in Fig. 4, suppose that the author labeled the skill application as
‘add-constant.’ In this case, the target hypothesis to be learned is add-constant (X,Y)
that describes when to apply the skill “add-constant” with the instances of focus of
attention X and Y. In this example, add-constant (3x+1,x+4) becomes a positive
example for add-constant (X,Y).

2 http://www.rulequest.com/Personal/
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The hypothesis on the applicability of the skill add-constant (X,Y) is described with
the feature predicates given as the background knowledge in a form of the Prolog-like
clause such as: add−constant X;Yð Þ : −isPolynomial Xð Þ; isPolynomial Yð Þ .

SimStudent then converts the body of the hypothesis into the if-part conditionals of
the production for the skill add-construct. In this case, the production suggests applying
the skill add-constant when both left and right sides of the equation are polynomial.

To achieve this goal, the instances of focus of attention (i.e., “3x+1” and “x+4”) are
fed into all feature predicates given to SimStudent to make positive and negative
examples for those feature predicates, which are called literals in FOIL terminology.
For example, since the Boolean function isPolynomial (3x+1) returns true,
isPolynomial (3x+1) becomes a positive example of the feature predicate isPolynomial
(X), whereas isNumeratorOf (3x+1,x+4) becomes a negative example of the feature
predicate isNumeratorOf (X,Y). Given the positive and negative examples for the target
hypothesis and the literals, FOIL generates a hypothesis.

The preconditions acquired from just a few examples are typically overly general
and thus the resulting production rule will sometimes fire inappropriately. For example,
the precondition above inappropriately applies to the equation 4−7=2x+5 and the
acquired production rule incorrectly suggests to “add 7” in this context. This type of
over generalization (and over specialization as well) is the nature of inductive learning.
We discuss in the evaluation section how different learning strategies deal with
induction errors differently.

Third, the operator function sequence in the then-part of a production rule yields a
demonstrated action (an SAI tuple) from a given input (FoA instances) for all the stored
positive examples (i.e., all <foa, sai> pairs). A straightforward iterative-deepening
depth-first search is used to do this generalization. This approach is a generalization
of the Bacon model of scientific discovery of laws, in the form of mathematical
functions, from data of input–output pairs (Langley et al. 1987). Because our operator
function sequence learner uses iterative-deepening, it prefers the simplest explanation
of the observed examples (shortest function composition) and currently does not
incorporate any bias based on past experience (e.g., “it is more likely to add a term
to a polynomial expression than to divide”).

Pseudo-Code Representation of Interactive and non-Interactive Learning Strategies

Figure 5 shows a pseudo-code representing the learning algorithm to generalize a step
demonstrated with a focus of attention foa and an SAI tuple sai for a skill skill. When a
step is demonstrated, corresponding sets of positive and negative examples are updated.
The function remove-negative-example (skill, foa, sai) uses this positive example to
override a prior implicit negative example, if there is one, for the same skill and <foa,
sai> pair. The if-part of a production rule (i.e., the information retrieval path and
preconditions) is learned with the functions generalize-information-retrieval-path ()
and induce-preconditions (). The then-part of the production rule (i.e., the operator
function sequence) is learned with search-for-operator-function-sequence ().

Both Authoring by Tutoring and Authoring by Demonstration call the function
generalize-action-performed (). Figure 6 shows pseudo code for Authoring by Tutoring.
It first gathers all applicable productions by calling gather-production-activations ().
The function apply-production (skill) applies the production skill, and returns the
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feedback from the author. In addition to the feedback, the function also returns the
focus of attention and the SAI tuple of the production skill.

Figure 7 shows pseudo-code for Authoring by Demonstration. SimStudent first
checks whether it can already perform the step demonstrated by searching for a
previously learned production that yields the same SAI tuple that has been demonstrat-
ed. If no such production is found, then SimStudent attempts to learn the skill
demonstrated by invoking the function generalize-action-performed ().

Overview of the Evaluation Study

We conducted two evaluation studies. As discussed in the section “Research Questions
and Hypotheses,” we focused on the theoretical aspect of the effectiveness of
SimStudent for intelligent authoring. To control human factors, we simulated the entire
authoring process with Carnegie Learning’s Cognitive Tutor™ technology (Ritter et al.
2007). That is, we used the Cognitive Tutor™ technology as a simulated author (see the
section “Method” in “The Simulation Study” for details). 3

In our first study, the Simulation Study, we tested the proficiency and efficiency
hypotheses by comparing Authoring by Demonstration and Authoring by Tutoring
both simulated with the Cognitive Tutor™ technology. Proficiency was operationalized
as the quality of an expert model learned by SimStudent. Efficiency was measured as
the computational time required by the machine-learning algorithm.

Although the Simulation Study provides us with an insight into the efficiency of the
proposed technology, the simulation also involves extraneous factors such as the
overhead for the inter-process communication that is not a part of the actual authoring
process. For example, for Authoring by Tutoring, a SimStudent component intensively
communicates with a Cognitive Tutor Algebra I™ component that requires the non-

3 This is a nice example of intelligent systems interacting with each other!

Fig. 5 Pseudo code to generalize a step demonstrated. When a step is demonstrated for a particular skill, a
positive example for the skill application is generated. The demonstration also becomes an implicit negative
example for all other existing skills. A production rule is then generated by combining an information retrieval
path, preconditions, and the operator function sequence
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trivial overhead time, which does not happen for Authoring by Demonstration. To
address this issue while controlling as much of human factors as possible, we conduct-
ed the second study as a case study mentioned below to evaluate the time spent on
authoring with a single human subject who is a co-author of this paper, and thus knows
the task and how to operate the system well.

In the second study, the Authoring Efficiency Case Study, the participant, who is an
author of this paper, authored an expert model twice using SimStudent once for each
authoring strategy. The participant followed specific instructions on how to interact
with SimStudent to minimize user specific variance.

For both studies, we used the Algebra Equation Tutor shown in Fig. 1 as an example
cognitive tutor to be authored. In the Case Study, we provided the participant with the

Fig. 6 Pseudo code for authoring by tutoring. SimStudent is given a problem to solve. For each step,
SimStudent suggests a possible production application one at a time, and the author provides yes/no feedback.
A correct production application becomes a positive example and an incorrect rule application becomes an
explicit negative example. When no correct production application is found, SimStudent asks the author for
help and the author demonstrates the step

Fig. 7 Pseudo code for authoring by demonstration. When the author demonstrates a step, SimStudent first
attempts to match (i.e., model-trace) the step with existing productions. If the model-tracing fails, then
SimStudent invokes the generalize-action-performed procedure to learn the skill that has been just
demonstrated
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Tutoring Interface so that authoring time was measured only for creating an expert
model. Since the cognitive tutor does not generate incorrect solutions, the Simulation
Study only included correct demonstrations, and so did the Case Study. The following
sections describe the studies and their results.

The Simulation Study

Method

We used two study conditions to compare two authoring strategies—Authoring by
Demonstration and Authoring by Tutoring. For each authoring strategy, SimStudent
was trained on the same training problems in the same order. There were five sets of
training problems where each set contained 20 training problems (i.e., equations). In
other words, SimStudent was trained five times with different problems. All five
training sets were designed to teach ten skills—five transformation skills (add, subtract,
multiplication, division, and combine-like-terms) and five corresponding type-in skills
(add-typein, subtract-typein, etc.). For the sake of discussion, we define an authoring
session as an attempt to author an expert model with a single training set (i.e., 20
training problems).

To test the accuracy of the expert model generated by SimStudent, a single set of ten
test problems was used for all authoring sessions—each time SimStudent completed
training on a single training problem, SimStudent solved the 10 test problems and the
results were recorded. This means that an expert model was tested 20 times (on the
same test problems) during a single authoring session.

For Authoring by Demonstration, all demonstrations were pre-recorded. These
demonstrations were extracted from empirical data collected from an algebra
classroom study conducted by Booth and Koedinger (2008) The study was done at a
LearnLab4 participating high school as part of a normal class activity. In the algebra
study, high-school students were learning how to solve equations using Carnegie
Learning’s Cognitive Tutor Algebra I™ (or, the Tutor, hereafter). The students’ inter-
actions with the Tutor were logged and stored into an open data repository, DataShop,5

maintained by Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center (Koedinger et al. 2010;
Koedinger et al. 2008). We only extracted students’ correct solutions and used them
as pre-recorded solutions as if a hypothetical author demonstrated them. The five
training sets and a set of test problems were randomly selected from the pool of
students’ correct solutions. When SimStudent was trained with Authoring by Demon-
stration, SimStudent did not actually interact with the Tutor, but merely read the pre-
recorded solutions.

For Authoring by Tutoring, we had SimStudent directly tutored by the Tutor with
the same training problems used for Authoring by Demonstration, but solutions were
determined by actual interactions between SimStudent and the Tutor. That is,

4 LearnLab courses involve pre-arranged agreements with schools to run learning experiments in real-world
educational settings instrumented for process and outcome data collection. The PSLC is funded by the
National Science Foundation award number SBE-0836012. See www.learnlab.org.
5 www.learnlab.org/technologies/datashop
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knowledge tracing was not used and the Tutor did not adaptively select training
problems. We implemented an application programing interface (API) for SimStudent
to communicate with the Tutor. When SimStudent asked for a hint, the API returned the
most specific hint from the Tutor. Since the most specific hint is a precise instruction for
what to do next in the form of an SAI tuple, it is practically equivalent to demonstrating
a step. When SimStudent performed a step, an SAI tuple as the result of a production
rule application was sent to the Tutor to be checked, and the API responded with the
correctness of the suggestion.

In both conditions, SimStudent was trained with the solutions created (for Authoring
by Tutoring) or guided to create (for Authoring by Demonstration) by a pre-engineered
expert model embedded in Cognitive Tutor Algebra I™. Because the Tutor’s expert
model has been tested and proven to be valid through numerous field trials (Ritter et al.
2007), we argue that using those solutions is a fair simulation for human authoring
when errors made by authors are controlled.

Evaluation Metrics

The quality of a learned expert model was measured in terms of the accuracy of
solutions made by the expert model when solving the test problems. Since SimStudent
does not learn strategic knowledge to select a production among equally available
productions (i.e., a conflict resolution strategy), the “accuracy” in this context should
reflect both correct and incorrect production rule applications. We therefore evaluated
the correctness of all applicable production rules for each step of each test problem.

To be precise, we computed a conflict set for each step, which is a set of production
rules whose if-part conditions hold. The correctness of each production rule application
in the conflict set was then evaluated using the expert model embedded in Cognitive
Tutor Algebra I™. SimStudent’s performance on a step was coded as “correct” if there
was at least one correct production rule application in the conflict set. Otherwise, the
performance on the steps was coded as “missed.”

A dependent variable, called the problem score was defined as follows. First, for
each step, the step score is defined to be zero if the step was missed. Otherwise, the step
score is a ratio of the number of correct production rules to the total number of
production rules in a conflict set. For example, if there were 1 correct and 3 incorrect
production rules, then the step score is 0.25. The step score ranges from 0 (no correct
production applicable at all) to 1 (at least one production applicable and all applicable
productions are correct). The step score is the probability of SimStudent performing a
step correctly on the first attempt, assuming it performs a step by a uniform random
selection of the production instances in the conflict set. More importantly (for the
practical goal of using the resulting expert model in a cognitive tutor), the step score
indicates the power of recognizing student actions as correct when used for model
tracing. For example, an expert model with a low step score tends to grade incorrect
student actions as correct. The problem score was then computed as the average of the
step score across all steps in a test problem. The problem score also varies from 0 to 1.

We also computed the recall score. The recall score is defined for each test problem
as a ratio of the number of steps performed correctly to the total number of steps. The
recall score does not take incorrect production applications into account—a step is
coded as “correct” if there is at least one correct production rule application regardless
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of the number of incorrect production rule applications. For example, if a problem had
5 steps for which SimStudent correctly performed two steps, then the recall score is 0.4.
The recall score indicates the likelihood of recognizing students’ correct steps as correct
(when used for model-tracing)—i.e., an expert model with a low recall score would
more likely produce false-negative feedback.

Results

Overall Learning Performance

Figure 8 shows the average problem score for the ten test problems aggregated across
five different training sequences. The X-axis shows the order of training problems in a
training sequence.

In both conditions, the performance improved almost equally on the first six training
problems—a chance to perform a step correctly at the first attempt increased in both
authoring strategies as SimStudent was trained on more problems. However, starting at
the sixth training problem, Authoring by Demonstration stopped improving. Authoring
by Tutoring, on the other hand, kept improving until the 16th training problem. After
training on 20 problems, the average problem score for Authoring by Tutoring was 0.80,
and 0.62 for Authoring by Demonstration. The difference was statistically significant, t
(69)=7.94, p<0.001. These results suggest that Authoring by Tutoring generated more
correct and/or less incorrect production rules than Authoring by Demonstration.

Figure 9 shows average recall scores for the ten test problems aggregated across five
training sequences. Both authoring strategies showed improvement over the training
problems. At the beginning, Authoring by Tutoring showed slightly inferior perfor-
mance on the recall score, but at the end, the difference was not statistically significant;
t (49)=1.50, p=0.13.

Putting the above two findings on step and recall scores together, it is evident that
the Authoring by Tutoring is a better strategy for authoring an expert model, because
SimStudent learns fewer incorrect productions while learning correct productions
equally well as Authoring by Demonstration.
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Fig. 8 Average problem scores. X-axis shows the order of training problems. Y-axis shows the average
Problem score on the ten test problems aggregated across the five “authors
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Error of Commission

To understand the types of errors made on the test problems and to see if there was any
difference in errors made by the different authoring strategies, we conducted a quali-
tative analysis of the errors that SimStudent made on the test problems at the end of the
training sequence (i.e., after the 20th training problem).

There were four types of errors observed: (1) No-progress error—a mathematically
correct application of a transformation skill, but it does not make the equation any
closer to a solution. (2) Inconsistent Transformation error—an application of a trans-
formation skill without completing the previous type-in steps. (3) Inconsistent type-in
error—typing in an incorrect expression as a result of a correctly applied transforma-
tion. (4) Wrong type-in error—an incorrect execution of a type-in step.

An example of the no-progress error is to “subtract 2x” from 2x+3=5. This step is
mathematically valid, but the resultant equation 3=−2x+5 requires at least two trans-
formation skills and four type-in steps, which is the same as solving the original
equation 2x+3=5.

An example of the inconsistent transformation error is shown in Fig. 10. In this
example, the author entered “divide 3” into the rightmost cell on the second row when
the middle cell (right-hand side of the equation) is still empty. A type-in step to enter
“3” for the right-hand side has been incorrectly skipped.

An example of the inconsistent type-in error is shown in Fig. 11. Suppose that
SimStudent correctly applied “add −1” for “3x+1=4,” and then typed in “3x” correctly
on the left-hand side. SimStudent then typed in “5” to the right-hand side by incorrectly
applying subtract-typein—subtracting (instead of adding) -1 from 4, which yields 5.

An example of the wrong type-in error is shown in Fig. 12. In this example,
SimStudent correctly applied a production for combine like terms (CLT) as a transfor-
mation. However, it incorrectly applied a wrong version of CLT-typein that simply
copies an expression from the cell above. This production could have been learned with
an equation, say, “2x=2+4” to combine like terms 2 and 4 on the right-hand side. Since
the skill CLT-typein applies for both sides, SimStudent needs to learn to combine like
terms on the right-hand side, but simply copy a term (i.e., 2x) on the left-hand side.

Authoring by Tutoring Authoring by Demonstration
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the Recall Score (Y-axis) was calculated
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An inconsistent transformation could be mathematically reasonable. For example,
seeing a monomial variable term on the left-hand side (e.g., 3x) may be sufficient to
divide both sides of the equation with the coefficient of the variable term. Similarly, a
no-progress error, by definition, is to apply a mathematically valid operation. We codify
those steps as incorrect steps, because Carnegie Learning Cognitive Tutor Algebra I™,
which we used to automatically classify incorrect production applications, does not
allow students to make those steps.

Table 1 shows the frequency of each type of error averaged across five training
sequences, counting all conflicting production applications for each step on each test
problem. Overall, there were notably fewer errors of all types observed for Authoring
by Tutoring than Authoring by Demonstration.

Inconsistent transformation errors (ITR in Table 1) and wrong type-in errors (WT)
were observed only for Authoring by Demonstration. Inconsistent type-in errors (ITY)
almost exclusively happened only for a particular type-in skill, the skill CLT-typein—a
skill to perform a type-in step that follows a step to combine like terms.

When we investigated the cause of errors by reading incorrect production rules
learned by SimStudent, we noticed that all errors were due to incorrect preconditions
with an inappropriate if-part. For example, an overly generalized production for
subtraction applies to any equations with a polynomial expression on the left-hand
side. Such an overly general production incorrectly subtracts a variable term from, say
“ax+bx=c,” instead of an equation with a left-hand side that has a polynomial with
both constant and variable terms, e.g., “ax+bx=c.”

It appeared that CLT-typein is particularly hard to learn correctly. The skill CLT-
typein was demonstrated for two different situations—one for actually combining like
terms and the other one for a straight copy from the cell above. For example, when CLT
is applied to an equation “3x+2x=10,” the value to be typed in to the left-hand side is

Fig. 10 An example of an inconsistent transformation error. Entering a skill-operand “divide 3” without
completing previous type-in steps (i.e., entering “3”) is an example of an inconsistent transformation error

4 

5 

Fig. 11 An example of an inconsistent type-in error. Entering “5” as a type-in for “add −1” to the right-hand
side (RHS) by incorrectly applying a production for subtract-typein (i.e., subtracting −1 from 4) is an example
of an inconsistent type-in error
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“5x,” which requires an actual combination of like terms, but the right-hand side is
“10,” which is a straight copy for the original equation. When Cognitive Tutor Algebra
I™ tutored SimStudent about the type-in steps for CLT, these two kinds of type-in steps
are both labeled as ‘CLT-typein.’ Thus, CLT-typein requires learning disjunctive
productions. As a consequence, the skill CLT-typein caused both types of error—the
wrong type-in error by applying an incorrect disjunct that yields an incorrect value to
type in, as well as the inconsistent type-in error that applies when the immediate
transformation was not CLT. For both cases, it is a flaw in the production precondition
that causes an incorrect step.

The wrong type-in error could have been avoided if the author distinguished the skill
to actually combine like terms from the one to simply copy terms. However, novice
authors might not be fully aware of the subtle differences between these two skills.
Therefore, this might be a challenging knowledge-engineering problem for novice
authors. We will discuss this issue later in the section “Labeling Issues.”

The fact that there were no errors caused by incorrect operator function sequences
suggests that the domain dependent operator functions used in the study were strong
enough to let SimStudent learn appropriate responses correctly within 20 training
problems.

4 3x+2x 

3x+2x 

clt

Fig. 12 An example of a wrong type-in error. Entering “3x+2x” as a type-in for “CLT” to the left-hand side
(LHS) by incorrectly applying a disjunct for the skill clt-typein, which should have been applied to the right-
hand side to copy the expression ‘4’ in the cell above

Table 1 Frequency of errors for each type. The numbers show the average counts of the errors made by five
SimStudents on the test problems when asked to show all possible (conflicting) production applications

Production Authoring by Tutoring Authoring by Demonstration

NP ITR ITY WT NP ITR ITY WT

Add 0.5 0 – – 12.0 3.0 – –

Subtract 1.8 0 – – 23.0 7.0 – –

Divide 0 0 – – 1.0 10.8 – –

Multiply 0 0 – – 0.5 1.8 – –

CLT 4.0 0 – – 7.3 0 – –

CLT-typein – – 5.0 0 – – 30.5 2.8

Subtract-typein – – 0 0 – – 0.58 0

NP no progress error, ITR inconsistent transformation error, ITY inconsistent type-in error, WTwrong type-in
error. Note that, by definition, NP and ITY only apply to transformation skills. Likewise, ITY and WT only
apply to type-in skills
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Why was it so hard to learn preconditions of particular productions correctly? To
illustrate incorrect learning of the preconditions, consider the following example for the
skill CLT-typein:

IF the goal is to enter an expression on a side S (which is either “right” or “left”)
of an equation, AND

the expression M on the same side S of the prior equation is a monomial

THEN enter M on the side S (for the transformed equation)

This production generates a correct CLT-typein to enter the right-hand side for 2x+
3x=5. However, since this production is overly general, it also allows copying an
expression even when the preceding transformation is not to combine like-terms (e.g.,
copying 8 from equation 2x−5=8 even though transformation is “add 5”), which is an
incorrect type-in error.

When validating the data, it turned out that a feature predicate relevant to testing
whether the previous transformation skill was CLT or not (implemented as a Boolean
function is-skill-CLT ()) was accidentally excluded from the background knowledge
given to SimStudent when we conducted the Simulation Study. For all other type-in
skills, the precondition is simply asking whether the previous transformation step is to
apply a corresponding transformation skill. For example, the feature predicate is-skill-
add () returns the Boolean value TRUE if the previous transformation step is to add a
term to both sides of the equation. The lack of is-skill-CLT () should have made it more
difficult for SimStudent to learn the preconditions of the production for ‘CLT-typein.’

SimStudent with Authoring by Tutoring actually learned more elaborated precondi-
tions even without is-skill-CRT () for ‘CLT-typein’ as shown below:

IF the goal is to enter an expression on a side S of an equation, AND

the expression M on the same side S of the prior equation is a monomial, AND

the previously applied transformation skill is not subtraction, AND

the previously applied transformation skill is not addition

THEN enter M in S

This production rule has additional preconditions to exclude inappropriate precedent
transformation steps. Authoring by Tutoring allows SimStudent to learn the “when”
part more effectively than Authoring by Demonstration to compensate the lack of the
key feature predicate.

The above observation implies that it is how FOIL learns the precondition of the
production that makes Authoring by Tutoring superior to Authoring by Demonstration.
Why does Authoring by Tutoring more effectively drive FOIL than Authoring by
Demonstration? To answer this question, we counted the number of examples provided
to FOIL. Table 2 shows the average number of positive and negative examples
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generated for each authoring strategy aggregated across five authoring sessions. It
turned out that Authoring by Tutoring (AbyT) generated about four times as many
positive and negative examples as Authoring by Demonstration (AbyD). Interestingly,
the ratio of positive to negative examples is similar for both strategies.

Recall that implicit negative examples are exclusively generated each time a positive
example is generated, and, because multiple correct solutions are possible, those
implicit negative examples might be incorrect. On the other hand, the negative feed-
back provided in Authoring by Tutoring always generates “correct” negative examples
relative to feedback. We thus hypothesized that Authoring by Tutoring has a higher
ratio of correct to incorrect negative examples than Authoring by Demonstration. This
hypothesis was supported as shown in Table 3, which shows the number of correct and
incorrect negative examples that were classified by a human coder reviewing all the
examples. In particular, the average accuracy of negative examples, which is the ratio of
correct to all negative examples, is higher for Authoring by Tutoring than Authoring by
Demonstration; MAbyD=0.74 vs. MAbyT=0.89.

The accuracy of negative examples could be increased by either (1) removing more
incorrect negative examples by eventually getting replaced with positive feedback or
demonstration provided for the same FoA instance, or (2) accumulating more correct
negative examples by explicit negative feedback (assuming that authors provide
accurate feedback). The analysis of process data showing the interaction between
SimStudent and Cognitive Tutor Algebra I™ revealed that this is actually the case.
The details follow.

When analyzing the process data, we found that there was an average of 8.4 steps
(aggregated across five authoring sessions) demonstrated per problem for Authoring by
Demonstration. On the other hand, there was an average of 1.7 steps demonstrated (as a
hint) per problem for Authoring by Tutoring. As for feedback, there was an average of
8.6 positive and 7.8 negative feedbacks provided per problem for Authoring by
Tutoring. Thus, in average, when Authoring by Tutoring for a sequence of 20 prob-
lems, 33.3 positive examples were generated by demonstration, 172 positive examples

Table 2 Average number of positive and negative examples provided to FOIL. The counts are averaged
across five training sequences

Positive examples Negative examples Total Positive to negative ratio

Authoring by Demonstration 41.5 226.3 267.8 0.18

Authoring by Tutoring 166.3 951.0 1,117.3 0.12

AbyD to AbyT ratio 0.25 0.24 0.24

Table 3 The number of correct and incorrect negative examples accumulated for 20 training problems
averaged across five training sequences. The greater accuracy for authoring by tutoring results from explicit
negative feedback that produces explicit negative examples

Correct negative examples Incorrect negative examples Total Accuracy

Authoring by Demonstration 167.5 58.8 226.3 0.74

Authoring by Tutoring 848.5 102.5 951.0 0.89
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were generated by positive feedback, and 155.5 explicit negative examples were
generated by negative feedback.

Since there were in average the total of 951.0 negative examples for Authoring by
Tutoring (Table 3) and 155.5 of them were explicit negative examples, there should
have been 795.5 implicit negative examples provided for Authoring by Tutoring.
Compared to Authoring by Demonstration where 26 % of (implicit) negative examples
were incorrect (Table 3), there could have been 206.8 (795.5×0.26) incorrect negative
examples generated. However, there were only 102.5 incorrect implicit negative
examples generated (Table 3). This suggests that Authoring by Tutoring eliminated
104.4 (206.8–102.5, which is about 50 % of) incorrect implicit negative examples that
Authoring by Demonstration could hardly eliminate.

What if more positive examples were made available by the author? To answer this
question, we modified the algorithm for Authoring by Demonstration by disabling the
function call model-trace () shown in Fig. 7. This modification forces SimStudent to
always commit to learning regardless of whether the step demonstrated can be ex-
plained by an existing production. Therefore, more positive examples were generated
by this modification.

We tested the modified version of Authoring by Demonstration using the same
training and test problems as the ones used in the Simulation Study. This modification
resulted in better problem scores than the original version of Authoring by Demonstra-
tion, 0.70 vs. 0.61 on the 20th training problem. However, it was not better than
Authoring by Tutoring—it suffered from the same weakness as Authoring by Demon-
stration, i.e., the lack of explicit negative feedback.

This result implies that it is not only the number of positive examples that matters for
accuracy of learning, but receiving positive and negative feedback is an important
factor for better learning. We will discuss this issue further in the section “Impact of
Feedback.”

In addition to producing more accurate negative examples, Authoring by Tutoring
may produce better results because authors can review multiple suggestions for indi-
vidual steps when multiple productions are applicable. Because more than 80 % of such
suggestions were correct on the later problems (Fig. 8), Authoring by Tutoring had a
higher chance of removing incorrect negative examples by applying the corresponding
skill and receiving positive feedback. It is important to note that this work in Authoring
by Tutoring of reviewing multiple suggestions does not require more time (as we
discussed in the section “Authoring Efficiency Case Study”).

Efficiency of Different Authoring Strategies

To evaluate the efficiency of each authoring strategy, we broke down the computation
time spent for each learning algorithm into two key components: the search for a
generalization for the if-part (i.e., the information retrieval path and the precondition),
and the search for the then-part (i.e., the operator function sequence) of a production.
The former corresponds to the time spent on two function calls referred to as
generalize-information-retrieval-path () and induce-precondition () shown in Fig. 5,
whereas the latter corresponds to search-for-operator-function-sequence ().

Table 4 shows the average time (in milliseconds) spent on learning the if-part and the
then-part of productions per problem—i.e., the time shown is a sum of learning
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multiple productions. The average is aggregated across five training sets (i.e., 20×5=
100 problems). For both if-part and then-part, Authoring by Tutoring was faster than
Authoring by Demonstration, and the difference was statistically significant.

For the then-part learning, Authoring by Tutoring was 47 % faster than Authoring by
Demonstration. Because learning often only involved generalization for the if-part (the
preconditions), the then-part learning took zero seconds. On average, learning hap-
pened about 1.7 times per problem for Authoring by Tutoring and 1.6 times for
Authoring by Demonstration. Of those learning opportunities, the then-part learning
occurred about 53 % of the time in Authoring by Tutoring and about 50 % of the time
in Authoring by Demonstration. We hypothesized that the large variance in the then-
part learning was due to the large number of zero-second learning. This hypothesis,
however, was not supported—even when we excluded zero-second learning, the
standard deviation remained equally large.

As for the tutoring interaction, when Authoring by Tutoring, SimStudent requested a
hint 1.7 times per problem in average (as the learning frequency indicated above). Also,
SimStudent correctly and incorrectly applied productions 8.5 and 7.7 times per prob-
lem, respectively on average.

In sum, the data showed that Authoring by Tutoring is about twice as fast as
Authoring by Demonstration with regard to learning speed. Since Authoring by
Tutoring requires additional interaction time for feedback, it might take longer when
driven by a human author. On the other hand, the author must demonstrate all steps for
Authoring by Demonstration. Therefore, the pros and cons of the actual overall
authoring time for two authoring strategies are unclear. The next section provides some
insights for this issue through a case study.

Authoring Efficiency Case Study

This section describes a case study conducted to evaluate the amount of time
that each authoring strategy requires. In particular, we measured the time spent
training SimStudent and evaluating the learned expert model, because the
difference on these steps would be the most prominent among the different
authoring strategies.

There are many human factors to be considered for a rigorous efficiency study (e.g.,
familiarity with the domain and system, strategy preference, etc.), which is beyond the
scope of the current paper. In this case study, we assumed that a hypothetical author
knows the domain and is familiar with the authoring system, including CTAT and
SimStudent.

Table 4 The average time (in milliseconds) spent on learning the if-part and then-part of productions per
problem (with the standard deviation in parentheses)

If-part Then-part

Authoring by Tutoring 40a (22) 4990b (17,157)

Authoring by Demonstration 46a (36) 9408b (22,204)
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Method

There was one participant (one of the authors of this paper who also conducted the
Simulation Study) involved in this case study. The participant (called the author
hereafter) was asked to author an expert model for an Algebra Equation Tutor twice,
once for each of the two authoring strategies—Authoring by Demonstration and
Authoring by Tutoring.

For Authoring by Demonstration, the author was instructed to demonstrate five
problems at a time and then test the quality of the resulting expert model using a set of
test problems. The author was also instructed to repeat this process four times for the
total of 20 training problems. The author was given 20 training problems and ten test
problems, which were randomly selected from the Simulation Study. The author was
asked to create model solutions for the ten test problems by demonstrating their
solutions. The demonstrated solutions were saved for later use. The author then
repeated the following steps: first, the author demonstrated solutions for five training
problems. Each demonstrated solution was saved in an individual file. The author then
trained SimStudent with these saved demonstrations. After the training, the author
validated the quality of the expert model learned by SimStudent. To run the validation,
the author used a given shell script that applies given production rules to the set of ten
test problems and reports the results.

For Authoring by Tutoring, the author was given the same 20 training problems as
the ones used for the Authoring by Demonstration. The author was then asked to tutor
SimStudent using these training problems one after another. There was no test problems
used for Authoring by Tutoring, because we hypothesized that the tutoring interaction
would provide formative feedback for the author to estimate the quality of the expert
model.

Results

Figure 13 shows time spent for Authoring by Demonstration. The solid bars show time
(in minutes) spent on demonstrating training problems and saving them into individual
files. The hashed bars show SimStudent’s learning time using the saved files. The
meshed bars show time spent on testing the production rules. The X-axis shows the
one-time preparation on the ten test problems (i.e., demonstrating the ten test problems)
as well as the four demonstration-training-test iterations.

Demonstrating a solution for a single problem took 4.4 min on average,
which is about the same as tutoring a single problem as discussed below. The
time for SimStudent’s learning on a single training problem took 4.3 min on
average, but the learning time increased as the number of iterations increased
due to the increase of positive and negative examples—SimStudent needed to
find appropriate generalizations and specializations across all solutions demon-
strated thus far. On the fourth iteration, the time for learning took 50 min (on
average, the learning time took 21.3 min per iteration). The time for testing
took 6.5 min on average.

Figure 14 shows time spent for Authoring by Tutoring. The average time to tutor on
a single problem was 4.0 min. The time spent on each tutoring problem was fairly
constant across 20 training problems.
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It turned out that for Authoring by Tutoring, there was no extra time cost other than
tutoring. Even though the author had to provide feedback on the steps performed by
SimStudent (an extra task compared to Authoring by Demonstration), the time spent
tutoring a single problem is, on average, about the same as just demonstrating a
solution for it. The time for tutoring is comparable to the time for demonstration,
because the number of steps demonstrated during tutoring (i.e., providing “hints”)
decreases as learning progresses, and also because providing flagged feedback on the
correctness of the steps is much quicker than demonstrating steps. On average, the
author demonstrated 8.4 steps per problem for Authoring by Demonstration. In con-
trast, for Authoring by Tutoring, the author demonstrated 4.9 steps per problem in
addition to providing 5.7 instances of positive and 6.6 instances of negative feedback.
Authoring by Tutoring took 77 min to tutor 20 problems, whereas Authoring by
Demonstration took 238 min to demonstrate 20 training and ten test problems. In
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sum, it turned out that Authoring by Tutoring was about 3 times faster than Authoring
by Demonstration to author an expert model for the Algebra Equation Tutor.

Discussion

Impact of Learning Strategy

The Simulation Study showed that Authoring by Tutoring is a better authoring strategy
to create an expert model with SimStudent, both in terms of producing a more accurate
expert model and in terms of drastically reducing the time required for authoring. Even
when the same number of training problems in the same order is used, Authoring by
Tutoring requires less time than Authoring by Demonstration. In particular, for
Authoring by Demonstration, even though the cost for demonstration generally de-
clines over time (as the author becomes familiar with the process of demonstration), the
computational cost for SimStudent’s learning increases as more and more training
problems are accumulated for generalization. On the other hand, for Authoring by
Tutoring, the cost for tutoring remains almost constant regardless of the number of
problems tutored.

Authoring by Tutoring also has the advantage of having SimStudent suggest
multiple production applications that facilitate pruning incorrect implicit negative
examples. Providing explicit negative feedback is beneficial to SimStudent, because
such negative feedback generates explicit negative examples that are always correct as
opposed to implicit negative examples that can be incorrect. Furthermore, giving
feedback on production applications, as is done in Authoring by Tutoring, provides a
natural way for the author to gauge the quality of the expert model learned by
SimStudent. Also, observing errors made by SimStudent provides the author with
insights into the type of training problem that should be tutored next. All these features
contribute to the advantages for Authoring by Tutoring.

The Simulation Study showed that the expert model learned by SimStudent, regard-
less of the authoring strategy, would have incorrect productions that might result in
both the error of commission (i.e., making incorrect steps) and the error of omission
(i.e., cannot perform a step correctly). Therefore, the current SimStudent technology
might require the author to manually correct the production rules. Even though the
author needs to modify an incorrect expert model, modifying an existing expert model
is much easier than writing one from scratch.

The results from the Simulation Study also provide a theoretical account for the
benefit of learning by guided-problem solving over learning from examples
(Atkinson et al. 2003; Kalyuga et al. 2001). Our data predict that learning by
guided-problem solving would better facilitate learning than learning from exam-
ples. This is because when students receive feedback on their production applica-
tions, they are more likely to catch incorrect productions and correct them. Our
data suggest that human tutors should let tutees solve problems and then provide
feedback on their incorrect performance. Our theory conjectures that when pro-
viding negative feedback on incorrect skill applications, students should be able to
revise their productions if they can correctly carry out inductive reasoning to
generalize feedback and hints.
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Impact of Feedback

Our data suggest that the superiority of Authoring by Tutoring for the accuracy of
learned production rules is due to the positive and negative feedback on production
applications. Making errors and getting explicit negative feedback is crucial for
successful authoring with SimStudent. Also, applying productions correctly and getting
positive feedback is crucial to prune incorrect implicit negative examples. As a
consequence, an expert model resulting from Authoring by Tutoring is better, as we
saw in the Simulation Study, not in its recall but in its precision—it is not being more
correct, but is being less incorrect that matters.

Despite the importance of negative examples, programming by demonstration in
most cases only produces positive examples, or sometimes demonstrating a positive
example on a particular concept serves as a negative example for other concepts, which
we call implicit negative examples in the current study.

Kosbie and Myers (1993) emphasized the issue of program invocation in the shared
common structure of programming by demonstration. That is, programming by dem-
onstration must not only be able to create a program to do a certain task (i.e., to learn
what to do), but it also needs to reinforce the program so that it learns when to invoke
the program (i.e., to learn when to do)—“otherwise, of what use is the program?”
(p.424). We further claim the importance of explicit negative examples in order to
effectively learn when to invoke the program, as well as the crucial role of positive
examples in eliminating incorrect implicit negative examples. Therefore, programming
by tutoring is a better alternative than programming by demonstration.

Interactive machine learning (Fails and Olsen 2003; Olsen and Pace 2005) is a good
example of successful application of programming by demonstration where the learn-
ing agent can acquire negative examples explicitly through program invocation. Sha-
piro (1982) implemented the Model Inference System in a natural way to let the system
run a program to find “conjectures that are too strong,” which means letting the system
make errors, and then have the user provide feedback including an anticipated behavior
so that the system can debug the error.

The number of negative examples per se (when their correctness is not guaranteed)
is not necessarily a predictor of a better learning outcome. Our study showed that
implicit negative examples are not as useful as the explicit negative examples obtained
by feedback on an incorrect rule application, and pruning incorrect implicit negative
examples is a key for a successful learning.

Labeling Issues

The wrong type-in error particularly observed for CLT-typein (Table 1) could have been
avoided if the author had labeled two skills for CLT-typein differently—one that
actually combines like terms and the other one that simply copies terms. However, it
might be troublesome for authors to differentiate potentially different skills. This is
indeed a key issue of knowledge acquisition and even domain experts are generally not
good at consciously accessing (as is necessary for authoring) their mostly tacit proce-
dural knowledge.

One potential idea to deal with this issue is to have SimStudent make suggestions to
differentiate skills. When disjunctive productions are generated for a particular skill,
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SimStudent may tell the author that multiple productions have been generated (perhaps
by showing how those productions differ from each other), and suggest that the author
might re-label them accordingly.

Theoretically speaking, since SimStudent learns disjunctive productions,
SimStudent can be tutored without skill labels. This is equivalent to tutoring
SimStudent by labeling all skills with the same name, and then having SimStudent
learn different skills as different disjuncts. Doing so certainly slows down (and perhaps
diminishes) SimStudent’s learning, and requires further study to fully explore the
challenges and benefit of programming by tutoring without skill labels.

Generality of Findings

To apply the SimStudent technology to a new domain, the author needs to write
background knowledge, i.e., feature predicates and operator functions. In the current
SimStudent implementation, the background knowledge must be written in Java, which
may be challenging for some novice authors. We argue, however, that writing back-
ground knowledge is not a burden required only by the SimStudent technology. When
writing an expert model of a cognitive tutor by hand, authors need to provide
background knowledge within the framework of a production rule description lan-
guage.6

Background knowledge can be re-used for different tasks, if they are written at an
appropriate grain size and abstract level. The background knowledge for arithmetic, for
example, is likely to be usable for algebra and other algebra related domains (e.g.,
physics). We have made some effort to facilitate the cross-domain generalization and
reduce the constraint of writing domain specific background knowledge. For example,
Li et al. (2011) used a grammar induction technique to learn domain concepts from
examples. Further studies are necessary to investigate an authoring aid to write
background knowledge, and more importantly, how transfer of background knowledge
from one domain to another domain can best be achieved.

The current implementation of SimStudent authoring technology relies heavily on
the cognitive tutor architecture for a few essential points: (1) it assumes a strict tutoring
interaction as cognitive tutors do (i.e., solution steps must be broken down into fine
grained skills; feedback and hint must be provided for each step, etc.), (2) it assumes
that the expert model is represented as production rules, and (3) it assumes that other
tutoring components (problem selection, instructional strategy, feedback, hint, etc.) will
function automatically once the expert model is provided. Therefore, applying the
SimStudent technology to author other types of intelligent tutoring systems (e.g.,
constraint-based tutors) requires further work, although the theory of programming
by demonstration would apply to broader domains.

We have demonstrated that the SimStudent technology facilitates authoring expert
models for skill-acquisition tasks. In theory, if one could build a tutoring interface upon
which necessary skills can be explicitly demonstrated, then SimStudent should be able
to learn those skills. An example of a challenging task is the one that requires a mental

6 It is also a common practice to invent invisible working memory elements to keep track of internal states that
are otherwise represented with feature predicates. However, creating and maintaining such a scheme is as
technically hard as writing the corresponding background knowledge in a programming language.
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computation to provide rationale for an action to perform a step (e.g., planning).
Investigating the issues regarding applying SimStudent to other type of domains
(e.g., language acquisition, pattern recognition, and categorization, etc.) is an interest-
ing and important future research agenda.

In sum, the SimStudent technology facilitates authoring expert models for cognitive
tutors. It amplifies the effectiveness of CTAT by adding a significant value of auto-
mated cognitive modeling as a generalization of demonstrated solutions. Authors must
provide background knowledge for new domains though it is also true that the domain
specific background knowledge must be provided to write an expert model by hand.
Carefully designed background knowledge for SimStudent might be shared across
different domains.

Conclusion

We found that for the purpose of authoring an expert model, Authoring by Tutoring is a
better alternative to Authoring by Demonstration. Our data showed that when authoring
an expert model with SimStudent, Authoring by Tutoring better facilitates authoring
both in the quality of the expert model generated and the time spent for authoring. The
study also showed that the benefit of Authoring by Tutoring in creating a high-quality
expert model is largely due to the feedback on the correctness of learned predictions
applied proactively when solving problems.

We have demonstrated that programming by tutoring is a practical and effective
technology for automated cognitive modeling. Further study is necessary to explore the
broader benefits of programming by tutoring realized by a simulated learning technology.

In a broader context, the application of simulated learners has recently been growing
rapidly (McCalla and Champaign 2013), partly due to recent advances in the study of
computational models of learning and their application for education. Many important
issues remain regarding the use of simulated learners in improving education including
the impact of the cognitive fidelity of simulated learners, and the generalities and
limitations of the many different possible learning theories that can be embedded in
simulated learners.
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